3MT® Competition
Kerrville, Texas
October 9, 2019, 2:00-5:00 pm
PRESENTER’S AGREEMENT
1. Presenter agrees to comply with East FoundaBon’s deadlines to provide presentaBon materials by
September 9, 2019.
2. Presenter agrees to use a single PowerPoint slide for presentaBon (or none at all) created in connecBon
with the compeBBon.
3. Presenter agrees to noBfy East FoundaBon staﬀ immediately in the event that an emergency should
prevent him/her from meeBng his/her obligaBons as a presenter. Staﬀ contact: Maria Hernandez |
mhernandez@easQoundaBon.net | Oﬃce 210-455-3652
4. Presenter authorizes East FoundaBon to use his/her name, photograph, and biography in connecBon
with the promoBon of the conference.
5. Presenter acknowledges presentaBon does not violate any proprietary or personal rights of others,
including any copyright, trademark and privacy rights, is factually accurate, and contains nothing
defamatory or otherwise unlawful. Presenter has obtained all necessary permissions or licenses from
any individuals or organizaBons whose material is included or used in the presentaBon.
6. Presenter grants to East FoundaBon a royalty-free license to use, reproduce, and distribute his/her
presentaBon (including all presentaBon materials) in a webinar format for East FoundaBon audiences in
the future, with appropriate a[ribuBon. Presenter understands that this license does not change the fact
that Presenter retains copyright ownership of the presentaBon.
7. Presenter consents to East FoundaBon recording the presentaBon in audio and/or visual form. Presenter
understands that East FoundaBon will be the sole copyright owner of the recording and can distribute it,
along with any supporBng materials. Any other recording of the presentaBon is prohibited unless
authorized in advance by East FoundaBon. Please note that East FoundaBon may choose not to record
some sessions.
8. Should Presenter choose to promote or share news about this event via social, digital, or print media,
please seek approval for these materials. Contact tcampbell@easQoundaBon.net if you wish to have
content and photos approved for external circulaBon.
9. The East FoundaBon reserves the right to make no awards if presentaBons do not meet minimum
judging criteria.
10. By signing this Presenter’s Agreement, I understand and agree to the above terms and condiBons. Please
scan and email the completed agreement to Maria Hernandez mhernandez@easQoundaBon.net by
5pm CST September 9, 2019.
_________________________________ __________________________________ _____________________
Presenter (print name)
Signature
Date
Tyler A. Campbell
East FoundaBon CPO

__________________________________ _____________________
Signature
Date

